Coach’s Corner

Arrow Trajectory Facts

By Larry Wise

H

ere’s a phrase I hear all too often when talking to
bowhunters at sports shows or other events: “My
bow shoots flat out to 35 yards!” Those hunters
have the idea in their heads that the arrow actually travels
a flat-line path to the 35 yard target before it starts to drop.
It’s as if the arrow can defy gravity for a split second before
it finally loses the battle and falls a little bit from the sight
line. After all, a gun shoots flat to a hundred yards and only
drops a single inch from there to two hundred yards. At least,
shooters think so.
I understand how the shooters can get this impression from the experiences they have had. Of course, some
of them have the wrong impressions because they are not
aware of all the circumstances surrounding their situations.
They need facts, so, with that in mind, I’m doing my best to
establish the facts about arrow trajectory in this article.
Here’s a fact that will get your attention immediately.
When you hold a gun barrel level and shoot a bullet from it,
that bullet will drop 16 feet from that horizontal line in the
first second of its flight. Likewise, if you hold your bow so
that the arrow is level and then shoot that arrow, it will drop
16 feet from that horizontal line during the first second of its
flight.
Granted, you have to be standing on a platform that
is at least 16 feet higher than the ground around it for this

to happen but nevertheless, it will happen because gravity
affects the bullet and arrow equally and instantly as each
begins its flight. During this one second of flight, the bullet
will travel 2500 to 3000 feet (a half mile) downrange while
the arrow will only travel 250 to 300 feet downrange.
The mathematical function associated with this curved
flight path or parabolic arch is -.5gt^2, or one-half the acceleration due to gravity multiplied by the square of the time
in flight. We use the minus sign to indicate that this force
is in the downward direction. In the example mentioned in
my introduction for an arrow or bullet launched in the horizontal plane, the calculation is (.5) x (-32ft/sec/sec) x (1sec
x 1sec) = -16ft.
Our projectile gets closer to the earth (movement in the
negative direction) by a distance of 16 feet in the first second
of flight when launched in the horizontal direction. This
means that if you had held an arrow in your hand next to the
arrow that you launched out of the bow and released both at

WHEN A BULLET OR ARROW IS HELD LEVEL AND SHOT, IT BEGINS
TO DROP THE INSTANT IT IS FREE OF THE SHOOTING DEVICE.
AFTER ONE SECOND, THE PROJECTILE DROPS 16 FEET FROM HORIZONTAL
UNLESS IT STRIKES THE GROUND OR ANOTHER OBJECT FIRST

16 feet

As soon as a bullet escapes a gun barrel or an arrow separates
from an arrow rest, it travels on a curved path. If the arrow is held
level at launch, then that path looks like this example: it curves
downward. At no time does it travel “flat” or horizontally, as some
people believe. The further it travels, the more it drops until it
strikes the earth or an object.
The acceleration or “pull” of gravity at the earth’s surface is 32
feet per second. Since the arrow is starting from a speed of zero, if
released at a level position, it will drop half that amount, or 16 feet,
in the first second, unless it encounters an object like the ground
or an animal before that time elapses. However, in real life, you
almost never fire your projectiles perpendicular to a line drawn
through the core of the earth; you angle them upward to counter
gravity, as in the examples at right.

Your practical experience with throwing objects has helped you
learn that to shoot a basketball or throw a baseball or dart, you
have to launch it in an upward direction if you want it to hit a target some distance from you. The further the target, the steeper the
launch angle has to be. In other words, your three point shot has
to be arched higher than your foul shot. The same is true for your
arrows.

Your arrow rests on your bow below your line of sight to the target
and must be pointed at an upward angle before it is launched. At
launch, the arrow travels up through the line of sight, reaches an
apex or high point and then arcs downward into the target. If it
impacts low of the target, adjust your sight pin “lower” on the sight
mount, forcing you to hold the bow at a higher angle than before.
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the same time, both would hit the ground at the same time,
provided that you were on level ground.
Do I have your attention now? Read on, because there’s
a lot more to uncover about the flight path of an arrow. And
this information affects how you shoot and how you build
your bow and arrow system.

SHAPE OF THE ARROW’S FLIGHT PATH
So, what is the shape of the flight path of the arrow? It’s
the same as the flight path of a dart, rock, basketball or baseball when it is in flight. The flight path of each of these projectiles is a parabola. They all travel in a parabolic arc, or an
upside-down, cereal-bowl shaped curve. (Your TV satellite
receiving dish is a parabolic arc.) This curve is the result of
the effect of gravity on the object. Check the sample curves
in the figures on the page to the left and you’ll get the idea of
what a parabolic curve looks like. You know that when you
shoot a basketball toward a hoop, you must launch it at an
upward angle so the ball travels above the 10 foot height of
the hoop, reaches a peak height of more than 10 feet above
the floor and then falls downward and through the hoop. If
you stand farther from the hoop (at the three point range),
the launch angle and the peak height have to be higher if
you intend to hit the hoop at all. Those of you with greater
arm strength can launch the ball at a faster velocity and
experience a lower peak height but you can never avoid the
arching path (parabolic arc) that must peak higher than the
10 foot height of the hoop.
Your arrows travel a similar path. You must launch the
arrow at an upward angle so it travels above the line of sight
to the target, reaches a peak height and then falls downward
into the target. At no time does the arrow (or bullet) travel in
a straight line relative to the horizontal plane; it is always on
a curved parabolic path or arch.
There is an exception. If you shoot the arrow straight up
(or down), perpendicular to the earth’s surface, it travels on a
straight vertical line and knowing this, you must run quickly
under a roof to avoid getting hit by the falling arrow as it
returns to the spot from which it was launched; this is called
archery for dummies!

PRACTICAL APPLICATION METHOD ONE
So how do you get real-world information about arrow
flight? The answer is simple: shoot some arrows at different
distances using a single sight pin while aiming at the very
same spot. (Computer tech comes later.) Of course, the
arrows shot for longer distances will drop further below that
spot and that distance can be measured. This provides you
with true and actual flight data of your own arrows shot out
of your own bow.
I prefer to use my 20 yard pin. You can use any pin you
like as long as you aim at the same dot with that pin for all
test arrows shot from progressively longer distances. The
same pin, the same spot and longer distances equal a vertical line of arrows in or below the spot.
COLLECTING YOUR DATA
STEP ONE: Establish a reliable sight pin at 20 yards on a
2 inch diameter spot. Be sure the spot is highly visible, as you
will be shooting at it from a long range.
STEP TWO: Draw a vertical line downward from the
center of the spot. Label it at every inch down to 24 inches
below the spot, as shown below.
STEP THREE: Shoot your first arrow at 2 yards! It will
impact below the spot. Record how far it is below the center
of the spot. Sample: (2-YD, 3”)

AIR RESISTANCE AND VELOCITY DECAY
So what does air resistance have to do with this curved,
parabolic flight path? The answer is not simple because
every arrow is different. The shape, length and material of
the fletching have some effect on the arrow’s downrange
flight path. So do the diameter, material and length of the
arrow shaft itself. These effects are small and hard to measure but they do slow the arrow as it travels downrange and
that means that the arrow will curve a bit more downward
than it would on a true parabolic curve.
For most shooting out to 50 yards, however, the effects
are very small and you can deal with them by sighting in
your own bow with your own arrows. You know that if you
switch arrows, you have to sight in again because different
arrows will have different speeds and velocity decay features. The effects of air resistance are minute but they do
exist, so some actual arrow flight samples must be taken in
order to proceed.

Place an aiming spot on a piece of cardboard and draw a vertical
line down through it as shown. You can mark an inch-scale on it as
I have if you want. Aim at this spot with the same pin for all arrows
you shoot.
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STEP FOUR: Shoot your next arrow at 4 yards. Record
the results.
STEP FIVE: Shoot at 6, 8 and 10 yards. Record the
results. By this time, your arrows will be impacting near the
middle of the spot.
STEP SIX: Shoot at 15 and 20 yards and record the
results.

20 yards. This is a parabolic arc flight path.
STEP EIGHT: Now, shoot arrows at 5 yard increments
back to 50 yards. Aim and execute as best you can so your
results are reliable. Be aware that the amount of arrow drop
from 40 to 50 yards will be greater than the drop from 30 to
40 yards. This is due to the negative acceleration (velocity
increase downward) effect of gravity on your arrow and, to
a small amount, the slowing effects caused by air resistance.

STEP SEVEN: Plot these number pairs on a coordinate
graph like the one shown in this illustration and you can
see how the arrow starts below the line of sight as it leaves
the bow, rises up through the line, peaks above the line and
then falls downward to the line of sight to strike the spot at

STEP NINE: Plot the remaining number pairs you have
collected. You will notice that these points on the graph will
continue the parabolic curve that was formed by your first
few points. See my example above.
INTERPRETING THE DATA AND CURVE
You now have in front of you the actual flight information of your arrow as it leaves your bow and travels 50
yards. You’ll notice that there is no part of its flight path
that is “flat”; the path is curved across its entire length. In
mathematics, we describe this shape as being “concave
downward” or “frowning.”
SHORT RANGE SHOOTING
The first few points that you recorded on your graph
paper should catch your attention. They were the ones
from 2, 4 and 6 yards that impacted below the 20 yard spot.
Knowing that this is the case will enable you to hit deer
that happen to wander into close range to your treestand.
At close range (within 8 yards), you need to learn what
sight pin will match your arrow. Most don’t know this or
even consider it as a possibility and, with a deer at 5 yards
from the base of the tree, will hold the 20 yard pin near the
bottom of the deer’s profile. They falsely believe that to
aim at 5 yards, they would need a pin “above” the 20 yard
pin when the exact opposite is true. They really need and
you really need a pin that is below the 20 yard pin. Step to
5 yards and prove to yourself that your 40 yard pin is the
one that will do the job at 5 yards.
LONG RANGE SHOOTING
It makes sense to most people that the further you
shoot your arrow, the more it will fall from your line of
sight. The data you have now collected puts some numbers on that “fall.” These numbers are a real eye-opener
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LONG RANGE SHOOTING:
It makes sense to most people that the further you shoot your
arrow, the more it will fall from your line of sight. The data you have
now collected puts some numbers on that “fall.” These numbers are
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ing at deer at those distances is a risky proposition with low
odds of success.
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that drop would be about 5 inches, which would still score
except on the alligator target.
The real benefit of knowing how much your arrow drops
at long distance will help you plan better. Your planning
should consist of setting your sight pins at strategic distances
and practicing to elevate your skill at those distances. Of
course, the real important part of all of this is using good
hunting ethics when you make the decision to shoot or not
to shoot. Knowing your bow and arrow limits and your skill
limits will lead you to better decisions.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION METHOD TWO

These are the arrows I shot at close range with my 20 yard pin
at 260 fps. At 2 yards, the impact was 2.4 inches low. At 4, 6 and 8
yards, the impacts were 1.25 inch, .9 inch and .25 inch low while the
10 yard shot hit dead center, as did the 20 yard shot. The 15 yard
shot hit about 1 inch high. Everyone should try this to understand
how his or her bow shoots at close range.

notice that at no point in the arrow’s flight does it fly “flat”!
I just tested my own hunting setup again so I’d have
fresh data. Here it is. My longest pin is 44 yards, so I shot an
arrow at 44 yards to be sure it was correct and then shot a
second arrow at 22 yards using my 44 yard pin. The 22 yard
arrow impacted 13 inches higher than the 44 yard arrow.
That tells me that I need 2 feet of clearance above my line
of sight if I ever intend to shoot at a deer at 44 yards. And it
needs to be a deaf deer that will stand still for that long!
At 320 fps, Wallace reports that with his 50 yard pin,
his arrows hit 8 inches high at 20 yards, 8.8 inches high at

You can also do this experiment to learn more about
your arrow flight. Set a pin for 50 yards
and be sure that you are reliable with it.
Move to 25 yards, aim with your 50 yard
pin and make a few shots. Be sure to
place the target face at least 2 feet below
the top of your target butt, as these
arrows will impact high of the spot. How
high, of course, depends on the speed of
Aluminum ACU Loks come in Black, Blue,
your arrows.
Green, Red, Orange, Pink and Lost Camo.
Measure how high these arrows
• Key operated locks.
• All aluminum construction.
impact above the spot-center. This mea• Teflon impregnated anodizing.
surement will tell you approximately
• Laser engraved.
Pink $31.99
how high above your 50 yard line of
MSRP $29.99 Lost Camo $36.99
sight your arrow will fly. This distance
is the peak of the arrow’s parabolic arc
across 50 yards.
You can repeat this experiment at
Works great on crossbows
other distances, like 20, 30 and 40 yards.
The distances your arrow hits above the
spot can be plotted on graph paper to
show you the flight path of your arrow
Patent # US8266933
all the way to 50 yards. Once again, you’ll

Molded Econo ACU Loks protect for a
budget price. Useful for archery
programs, protecting bows when the
programs
instructors are absent. Pro Shop owners
find it a great way to protect their bows
on the show room floor for a minimal
cost. Econo ACU Loks cut down on dry
fires and the risk of damage and injury.
MSRP

$10.99

Pink $11.99

Patent # US8347664
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30 yards and 6.8 high at 40 yards. A foot of clearance would
work for this bow out to 50 yards. He draws 68 pounds and
shoots a 335 grain arrow for 3-D. His hunting arrows are
much heavier.
This information is useful when you are making a long
range hunting shot. There may be a proverbial branch in
your sight lane but if it’s halfway between you and your
long-range target, you can aim right at it and feel certain you
won’t hit it; your arrow will fly over it. Or you may know that
if that branch is a small distance above your line of sight,
you’ll most likely hit it.

ARROW SPEED VERSUS THE SPEED OF SOUND

to the ground to load its legs for the “spring” upward or to
the side to escape the danger. The chart values in bold-face
type highlight the acceptable flight time values for which the
arrow arrives less than .2 seconds behind its sound.
Here’s a fact most don’t know: your arrow makes noise
all the way to the target. Even the small .175 inch target vanes
I use make substantial noise while in flight. I discovered this
late one night when I obtained permission to practice in
a building with a long hallway. I was shocked at the noise
I heard as my first arrow traveled all the way to a 60 meter
target. At first, I thought there was something wrong with my
arrow but each and every arrow made the same noise.
The sound made by the vanes ripping through the air
bounced off the walls of the hallway and it was loud. As you
can imagine, deer can easily hear this noise and react to it.
So, even if your bow is quiet, your arrows can never be and
that sound is working against you.

Some of today’s new bows can shoot arrows at 350 feet
per second, commonly written fps. That’s really fast. But it is
not as fast as the speed of sound, which travels at about 1126
fps. That’s more than three times as fast as the fastest arrow
these days and four times as fast as 281 fps.
So what does that all mean when you’re shooting at
PIN SETTING STRATEGY
deer? It means that once your arrow passes 30 yards, you
Your effective distance, therefore, is the distance within
are at a decided disadvantage when bowhunting. The chart which sound does not give away your arrow by more than
shows the data for arrows of various speeds and for how that 0.2 seconds. For most archers, that is 30 yards. With that in
relates to the speed of sound. Remember when reading this mind, you can then set your pins to the best advantage. What
chart that the reaction time of a deer is
less than two-tenths of a second (.2 sec.).
TRAVEL TIME FOR SOUND (SECONDS)
Once your arrow flight time is .2 seconds greater than that of sound, the game
SPEED
10YD 20YD
30YD
40YD
50YD
60YD
animal has enough time to react to that
1126FPS
.026
.053
.079
.106
.133
.160
sound. Usually, this means “dropping”
Harness the power of the world-wide-web to bring new customers to your door.

Increase Your Sales
Offer Customers A Fully Stocked

ONLINE STORE
Now Your Website Can Offer
Over 10,000 Products

***DEER REACTION TIME < .200 SECONDS***
ARROW TRAVEL TIME TO DISTANCE (SECONDS)
SPEED (FT/ 10-YD 20-YD
SEC)
240
.125 .250
250

260
-Creation of an easy to use
270

E-commerce website solution
allowing you to start offering
product and selling securely on
the web.

280

-Pape’s full product catalog up-Pape
loaded to your websites: Product
Images and Descriptions.

290

DISTRIBUTOR
CATALOG

300

-An inventory feed that
AUTOMATICALLY updates your
website every 15 minutes as to
the inventory level on hand at
Pape’s.

310
320

-Complete Pricing Control: Allows
you to easily set your prices by
category or even down to the
product level.

330
340

-One Click To Ship (TM): Allows
you to click one button that sends
order to Pape’s for blind ship
fulfillment to your customer from
Pape’s warehouse.

350

.120
.115
.111
.107
.103
.100
.097
.094
.091
.088
.086

.240
.231
.222
.214
.207
.200
.194
.188
.182
.176
.171

30-YD

40-YD

50-YD

60-YD

.375

.500

.625

.750

.346

.462

.577

.692

.360
.333
.321
.310
.300
.290
.281

.273
.265
.257

.480
.444
.429
.414
.400
.387
.375
.364
.353
.343

.600
.556
.536
.517
.500
.484
.469
.455
.441
.429

.720
.667
.643
.621
.600
.581
.563
.545
.529
.514

(Bold-type values follow sound by less than .200 sec.)

- Distributor Product & Inventory Link
- One-Click-To-Ship
- Custom Design & Branding

Call Today for a Free Consultation and Online Demo
Toll Free: 1-800-699-0820

www.outdoorbusinessnetwork.com
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SPEED
2500

10YD
.012

20YD
.024

30YD
.036

40YD
.048

50YD
.060

60YD
.072

Hunting bullets beat sound to the target every time.
CONCLUSION: YOUR BOW AND ARROW SET IS EFFECTIVE UNDER 30 YARDS.

1/29/14 4:20 AM

I shot my hunting arrows (260 fps) at longer distances to find how
much they dropped at every 10 yards beyond 20 yards. Aiming
with my 20 yard pin at 30 yards, I found that my arrow fell 4.9
inches below the spot on average. At 40 yards, it fell another 10
or 14.9 inches below the spot. At 50 yards, it fell another 16 inches
for a total drop of almost 31 inches below the spot. At 270 fps, the
total drop is 28.6 inches and at 280 fps, it is 26.8 inches.

I like to do and recommend is that you set your three or four
pins so that the top (highest on your sight) pin matches the
deer’s back line while your lowest pin matches the deer’s
belly line when the deer is at 30 yards.
This arrangement makes your pin set act as a rangefinder. When all pins fit on the deer’s body, then it is within
your 30 yard effective range. You can check this while you
are at full draw.
You may develop some other strategy and that’s fine
with me. The key is having a strategy and knowing your pin
set, how to use it and your effective range.

HIGH TECH ARROW FLIGHT DATA
COLLECTION

Jack Wallace Jr.’s 3-D bow shoots arrows at 320 fps. Shown here
are the arrow drops at 30, 40 and 50 yards. The measurements
below the “X” are 3.75, 10.75 and 20.5 inches respectively. He
knows that if he misjudges 50 yards for 45 yards, then his arrow
will fall about 5 inches below the 12-ring and maybe not score at
all. This is motivation to practice yardage judging!

At the recent 2014 Archery Trade Association Show, I was
able to examine the Velocitip Ballistic
System by Full Flight Technology, LLC
(FFT), of Cambridge, MA (www.velocitip.com).
This system includes a specially
made field point that contains an elecThe rapid
tronic system that activates when the
arrow is launched. It stops data col- acceleration of
lection when the arrow point strikes high-tech bow
the target. The Velocitip collects data designs demands
continuously for arrow velocity, kinetic a bow press to be
energy, momentum, time of flight, arrow ahead of the technology
drag and dynamic efficiency.
ins
instead
of one that’s
After shooting your arrow equipped trying to catch-up.

SPIKEPRESS Bow Press

www.archerybowpress.com
Archery Tooling Corporation (631) 838-2190
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Sensors in the Velocitip (above) record arrow flight information
and download it to the docking station (at left), which then is connected to your computer.

with the Velocitip, you can remove the tip, place it in the
small hand-held computer and download the data. After you
enter the arrow’s weight, the computer then calculates all
the aforementioned statistics of your arrow trajectory. This
is a fantastic device.
With this much information so easily attainable, you
can compare fetching styles and brands; arrow sizes, styles
and brands and broadhead styles and makes. You can also
compare bow tuning adjustments until you find the setup
that gives you the most consistent “repeat” performances for
consecutive arrows. FFT even has a phone app that assists
you in setting the distances between your sight pins. The
applications for this point system are almost limitless; my
mind is off and running on things I need to test this winter
and next spring.
Another alternative is to use an arrow trajectory program
like Archer’s Advantage or On Target Software by Pinwheel.
These and other computer programs will give the archer
specific data about arrow flight. You test your arrow velocity through a chronograph and enter it into
the program along with arrow length, weight,
diameter and fletching stats. You also supply
bow and sight data and the program gives you

trajectory information and from that prints a custom sight
tape to match your unique data. These programs are very
effective and accurate; I’ve used them for years.
As a mathematician, I wrote my own trajectory program
long before the handheld programmable calculator was
available. It was based on an exponential function that could
utilize two sample points: 20 and 60 yard data and then output sight marks for any yardage out to 80 yards. It worked for
me at the time but today’s programs give you a printed sight
tape and are easy to use if you are computer oriented.
Many of your customers are not computer oriented, so
collecting information about their own hunting bow setups
has to be done by actual shooting. Besides, seeing arrows
stuck in a target in a vertical string under the spot gets their
attention.

YOUR PENALTY FOR MISJUDGING DISTANCE
You can misjudge the distance to your target in two
ways. One is to judge too long and the other is to judge too
short.

Thanks to Jack Wallace Jr. for taking time to shoot his Hoyt 3-D bow for my flight
test results. He’s busy now as marketing and staff director for America’s Best
Bowstrings of Walnut Creek, Ohio (www.americasbestbowstrings.com).
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Using his
50 yard pin,
Wallace shot
arrows at 20,
30 and 40
yards. They
impacted
high of the
X by 6.75,
8.75 and
8.0 inches
respectively.
This gives
you a clear
image of the
arc in his 320
fps arrow
flight out to
50 yards.

By judging too long, I mean for you to judge 40 yards
when the target is only 35 yards away. Obviously and sometimes painfully, your arrow will hit high of the point of aim.
When the error is 5 yards, your arrow can miss the target
completely.
The other error, judging short, is to judge 30 yards when
the target is actually 35 yards. In this case, you know your
arrow will impact low of the intended aiming spot or maybe
stick in the dirt between a hypothetical deer’s feet.
Both errors in my example are 5 yard mistakes in judgment but judging short is worse. It’s worse because your
arrow will drop a greater amount in the 5 yards beyond the
target than it will in the 5 yards preceding the target. For
example, the arrow drop between 40 and 45 yards is greater
than the drop between 35 and 40 yards. Remember, the further the arrow travels, the slower its velocity is and the more
it drops.
Examine the data for an arrow traveling at 280 fps. This
arrow drops about 4 inches while traveling from 20 yards to
30 yards but drops 9 inches between 30 and 40 yards. And
it drops about 14 inches from 40 to 50 yards. Wallace’s 3-D
arrows at 320 fps drop almost 10 inches from 40 to 50 yards;
is your hunting bow or your customers’ bows anywhere near
that fast?
Therefore, if you have a good idea of the distance to the
target but are not quite sure, add 2 yards to your estimate,
choose your pin or set your sight and shoot.

UPHILL AND DOWNHILL SHOOTING
Regardless of your arrow speed, you have to compensate
for uphill and downhill shots. The rule to follow is simple:
aim and shoot for the horizontal distance to the target. Yes,
faster arrows drop less but you still need to shoot for the
horizontal distance and not the actual distance between
your eye and the target.
If you are using a simple rangefinder that does not correct for the angle, then just sight horizontally to the trees
around you and you’ll know how to aim. If you are in open
terrain, then remember that you should always subtract
yards from the uphill or downhill target distance. To practice

doing this on sloped ground is important, so do some of that
before your next hunting season.

CONCLUSION
Wyatt Earp is still right in my book. My favorite quote
from Earp is “Fast is fine but accuracy is final”!
I’m always trying to get the most accuracy from my
setup. These days, that’s with an arrow that is only going 260
fps but that’s more than enough to drive the arrow through
the deer and into the dirt if I shoot it through the lungs where
I aim. I know my range is 30 yards at most and I stick to that
when I’m hunting. Even if I have an arrow traveling at 400
fps, sound is still the faster master.
As a shop owner, I know you have a difficult time convincing hunters to limit their shots to 30 yards and under. My
hope is that some of the real numbers that are in this article
will give you a little more ammo for doing just that. We have
to continue trying to get our hunters to shoot within their
and their bows’ capabilities.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, Larry Wise on Coaching
Archery, will be available in February of 2014. This book is a
compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that
Larry has written and it can be purchased on his website
at www.larrywise.com or through Archery Focus, an online
magazine.
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